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• Sela Tunnel P.2-3
• Nechiphu Tunnel P.4-5
• Underwater Tunnels P.6
• All weather connectivity to
Leh P.7
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1st newsletter of the Centre of Excellence for Roads, Bridge, Airﬁelds and
Tunnels (CoERBAT) was released by Lt Gen Rajeev Chaudhry,VSM, DGBR
on 09th Jul 2021.

News at a Glance
· 1st Lecture was organized on 25 Jun 2021 by Shri Lal Mani Singh
nd
EE(Civ), 2 lecture on 16 Aug 2021 by Col Manish Kapil, Cdr 21
rd
th
BRTF and 3 lecture by Shri S. K. Verma Dir(RBAT) on 30 Sep
2021.
· Study on “Bouldery Bed Scour” determination at IIT Roorkee by
Offg CE R&D and Dir(RBAT) Shri SK Verma, SE(Civ).
· Policy letter on planning, design, construction and maintenance
o f b r i d g e s t o a l l P r o j e c t s v i d e R B AT l e t t e r N o .
90107/DGBR/Inspn/Brs/T-Coord/41/RBAT Dte dt 26 Aug 2021
· Policy letter on SSI to all Projects vide CoERBAT letter
No.90107/DGBR/Policy/T-Coord/39/RBAT Dte dt 26 Aug 2021.
· Panel of experts informed about upcoming plan of monthly
lectures vide letter No. 90162/DGBR/CoE/T-Coord/04/RBAT
Dte dt 01 Oct 2021.
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SELA TUNNEL

On 15 Feb 2019, a contract under EPC mode for design and construction of Sela Tunnel Project
was awarded to Patel Engg Ltd with commencement and completion dates of 01 April 2019 and 31 Mar
2021. HQ CE(P) Vartak was entrusted to oversee the construction of the Project. Foundation stone of
Sela Tunnel was laid by Hon’ble PM Shri Narendra Modi on 09 Feb 2019 and construction commenced
on 01 April 2019 with the ﬁrst blast taking place at Tunnel 2 Portal 4 (T2P4) on 31 Oct 2019.
Geology
The Sela Group has been referred to as Pari Mountain gneiss and Pidi Formation.
These are considered equivalent of the central crystalline of Western Himalaya, Kanchanjungha gneiss
of Sikkim-Darjeeling and Thimpu Group of Bhutan Himalaya. Though the Sela Group was ﬁrst
described from the Sela section, it is extensively studied in Subansiri valley, upstream of Taliha where it
constitutes part of Takpasin Group. Rocks of Sela Group are divided into Lower Taliha Formation and
Upper Galensiniak formation based on difference in lithology. The Sela Group of rock exposed along
Sela-Tawang-Bumla section are migmatite, garnetiferous gneiss, lit-par-lit biotite gneiss, calegneiss/marble (diopside and scapolite bearing), staurolite bearing schist, tourmaline bearing
leucogranite, quartzite and pegmatite.
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Salient Features of the Project
The awarded contract including two tunnels (1790 m and 475 m) and 9.075 km approach road is
being constructed in the Sela formation of Arunachal Pradesh since Balipara-Charduar-Tawang road
remains closed for extended periods of the year due to Sela Pass being snow bound between Nov and
Feb. The length of the tunnels and approach roads was subsequently changed based on site conditions.
The current conﬁguration of the project is as given below:(a) Tunnel 1 This tunnel is now planned for 980 m length. It was previously 475 m. This is a
single tube tunnel.
(b) Tunnel 2 The length of Tunnel 2 is now 1555 m. This was previously 1790 m.
(c) Roads
(i)
Approach to Tunnel 1 is 7100 m.
(ii)
Road between two tunnels is 1340 m.
(iii)
Approach to Tunnel 2 is 340 m.
Layout of Sela Tunnel Project
The Portal 1 of Tunnel 1 is located at an
altitude of 3910m, while the Portal 4 of the Tunnel 2 is
located at 3973m. Drill & Blast technique for
excavation as part of New Austrian Tunneling Method
(NATM) is being used for the construction of the
tunnels. On completion, this would be the longest
bi-lane road tunnel in the world at an altitude
above 13000 ft.
Current Progress
The tunnel excavation is being taken up simultaneously on all three tubes. Almost 80 % of
heading excavation has already been achieved. The heading excavation of escape tube of T2 is complete,
the heading excavation of main tube T2 is likely to be completed shortly and more than 70 % heading
excavation of T1 has been achieved. The breakthrough of escape tube was achieved in July 2021 and
breakthrough of the main tube is expected by mid Oct.
The water prooﬁng and arch lining of Tunnel 2 main tube have been started. The arch lining
gantry of the escape tube has been erected. The arch lining gantry formworks for Tunnel 1 will be on site
shortly.
Design for Lighting and Ventilation has been ﬁnalized and all ﬁtments have been approved. The
stores are likely to be on site by December 2021 and will require up to 60 days for installation.
Conclusion
The Sela Tunnel once completed will
offer the world the longest bi-lane tunnel at an
altitude above 13,000 ft.
Border roads
Organisation is devoting all energy in the
endeavor to deliver the project in time. The
project will go down in the annals of history as
one of the most difﬁcult projects executed in
the nation
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NECHIPHU TUNNEL

Pre-feasibility for the tunnel across Nechiphu Pass was carried out by Border Roads
Organization in December 2016 and the DPR was prepared in the month of May 2019. The
administrative approval was received on 26 Nov 2020 and an EPC contract was concluded on 21 July
2020 for design and construction of Nechiphu Tunnel with stipulated completion date of 18 Aug 2022.
Foundation stone of Nechiphu Tunnel was laid by Hon’ble RM Shri Rajnath Singh on 12 Oct
2020. Based on a detailed geotechnical investigation by the EPC Contractor, the alignment was ﬁnalized
with stable portals which can be constructed while keeping the road trafﬁc undisturbed.
There was an initial delay in mobilization of resources due to the COVID 19 pandemic.
However, the project has now gained pace and 200 m of heading excavation has already been achieved.
Salient Features of the Project
The awarded contract included 450.00 m of tunnel proper and 36.00 m of approach road. The
lengths of the tunnels and approach roads was subsequently changed based on site conditions. The
current conﬁguration of the project is as given below:(a) Tunnel Proper.
The tunnel is now planned for 500.00 mtr length. It was previously
450 m. This is a single tube tunnel.
(b) Roads.
Approach road to Tunnel is of 36.00 mtr which includes 7.00 Mtr at portal-1 and
29.00 mtr at Portal-2.

The Portal 1 of Tunnel is located at an altitude of 1636.6 m, while the Portal 2 of the tunnel is
located at 1631.00 m. Drill & Blast technique for excavation as part of New Austrian Tunneling Method
(NATM) is being used for the construction of the tunnels.

CROSS
SECTION
OF
TUNNEL
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Geology.
The geological characteristics
of the rock at the tunnel site is a part of
Bomdilla formation under West Kameng
district of Arunachal Pradesh, India. It is a
suite of felsic magmatic rocks of different
components of Paleoproterozoic age is hosted
within the Lesser Himalayan Sedimentary
Sequence (LHSS) and placed between two
notable thrust systems MCT at the top of the
structural level to the north and MBT at the
lower structural level to the south. Both MCT
and MBT are highly shared ductile zone of
high strain and felsic batholith around
Bomdilla signatures of prolithic history as
porphiric granite. The Bomdilla Gneiss is
highly sheared, strained and displays a number
of shear sense indicators. The rock of gneisses
are moderately weathered, highly jointed and
fractures are found in the study area. Quartzite
veins are also found within the outcrop rock.
Exposed outcrops are commonly highly to
moderately weathered due to adverse climatic
condition of the areas.

Layout of Nechiphu Tunnel Project
Current Progress
Though tunnel excavation was initially delayed,
endeavor has been made to expedite the progress of the
tunnels by taking up a multipronged approach. The tunnel
excavation is being taken through Portal-2. Almost 67 % of
heading excavation has already been achieved. The last
100 m has been achieved in only 31 days. The excavation of
Portal-1 is 70% completed.
Conclusion
Though Project had witnessed challenges in the days
of commencement due to COVID conditions, the project has
picked up pace and is progressing well now.
The Nechiphu Tunnel once completed will offer
the country a strategic bi lane tunnel at an altitude above
1636 mtr duly avoiding fog prone accidental zone near
Nechiphu pass. Border roads Organization is devoting all
energy in the endeavor to deliver the project in time.
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CONSTRUCTION OF UNDERWATER TUNNELS ACROSS RIVER BRAHMAPUTRA
PRESENT PROGRESS: FEASIBILITY STUDY CUM DPR PREPARATION FOR THE
RAIL CUM ROAD TUNNEL (UWT)

Introduction. Work for preparation of DPR for construction of Rail cum Highway under river tunnel including
approach roads across mighty river Brahmaputra approximately 9.8 Km between Panchigaon & Kaliabor Tea
Estate (Silghat) under Project Vartak in the state of Assam has been assigned to BRO.
Importance of UWT. North Assam and whole of Arunachal Pradesh are separated by the very wide river
Brahmaputra. The river is prone to ﬂoods leading to loss of connectivity to north Assam and Arunachal during
peak ﬂood season through land routes. In order to facilitate speedy connectivity across mighty river Brahmaputra
providing lateral connectivity to the East-West National Highway corridor connecting Porbandar (Gujarat) to
Silchar (Assam) thereby facilitating infrastructure development in the Seven Sister States and providing strategic
needs, requirement of Under water Tunnel has been established.
Geology.
Three major physiographic divisions are the Brahmaputra plain extending eastward for 720 km
from Dhubri, the Karbi Anglong-North Cachar Hills block of metamorphic and sedimentary rocks and the Cachar
plain in the south, comprising Hailakandi, Karimganj and Cachar districts. Precambrian gneisses, schists and
quartzites surrounded by the vast recent alluvium are exposed as isolated hillocks in the Brahmaputra Valley.
Frequent ﬂoods along the Brahmaputra River is a major recurring natural hazard affecting the State, while the
Cachar plains and North Cachar Hills areas are prone to frequent earthquakes of moderate intensity. The area
covered by systematic geological mapping is composed of rocks of diverse lithological characters.
Brief On Detailed Project Report:
The project comprises of three-tube tunnel one for railway and two
tunnels for road having unidirectional trafﬁc and one of the road tunnel also serves as emergency escape tunnel
during any eventualities. The salient features of both the tunnels are summarized below.

Road Tunnel
Twin tube tunnel with cross passage at every 500 Mtr intervals.
Unidirectional two lane in single tube
Total length
14.65 Km
Length of open approach road (Silghat side)0.738 Km
Length of open appraoch road (Jamugurihat side)- 4.16 Km
Length of tunnel
9.75 Km
Cut & Cover path
1190 Mtr
Length of each Cross passage
30 Mtr
Finished diameter of tunnel
10.5 Mtr
Cross section area of Tunnel
87.6 Sqm
Design Speed
100 Kmph
Road way width
7.50 Mtr
Footpath
1.0 Mtr
(One side)

Railway Tunnel
Total length
Length of open track (Silghat side)
Length of open track (Jamugurihat side) Length of tunnel
Cross section area of Tunnel
No of Track
Length of each Cross passage
Cut & Cover path
-

23.059 Km
1.32 Km
11.96 Km
9.78 Km
87.6 Sqm
Single (BG)
30 Mtr
1159 Mtr
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CONSTRUCTION OF SHINKUN LA , TANGLANG LA & LACHALUNG LA TUNNELS
PRESENT PROGRESS : FEASIBILITY STUDY CUM DPR PREPARATION
The government of India has planned to develop all weather road connectivity from Manali (Himachal
Pradesh) to Leh. In order to achieve this, a series of tunnels are required to be constructed across the mountain
passes. Rohtang Pass is the ﬁrst pass on this axis from the Manali side and hence a tunnel across Rohtang pass
was taken up and opened for trafﬁc during Oct 2020.
To make all weather connectivity along Manali-Leh highway, it is also required to construct three more
tunnels across Baralacha La, Lachung La and Tanglang La. Another connectivity to Laddakh region with rest of
the country is possible via Nimmu-Padam-Darcha. Govt of India has planned construction of this road via
Shinkun La. This task has been assigned to BRO and presently construction of road between Darcha and
Padam is in progress.
Information of tunnels on Leh Manali Highway
Rohtang
Tunnel
Altitude3980 Mtr, 51 Km away from
Manali.
South Portal from Manali 24 Km
North Portal from Manali 33 Km
Baralachla Tunnel-13.7 Km,
Altitude-5030 Mtr,
Distance from Manali
Baralchala Pass - 145 Km
Tunnel South Portal - 123 Km
Tunnel North Portal - 156 Km
DPR already prepared

Shinkunla Tunnel
Altitude -5091 Mtr
(On road NimmuPadam-Darcha)
Shinkunla Tunnel –
4.25 Km
Manali to Darcha –
102 Km
Manali to Shinkunla
– 137 Km

Lachungla Tunnel - 15.2 Km,
Altitude
-5065 Mtr, including
Nakeela Pass (4739 Mtr)
Distance from Manali
Nakeel Pass - 213 Km
Lachungla Pass - 232 Km
Tanglangla Tunnel (Option1- 5.2
Km, Option2 - 10 Km), Altitude 5328 Mtr
Length of Tunnel yet to be decided.
Distance from Manali - 319 Km

The proposal for Shinkun La, Tanglang La and Lachalung La Tunnels is at DPR stage and work has been
transferred to BRO from NHIDCL. Tripartitie Agreement for preparation of DPR of Shinkun La, Tanglang La
and Lachalung La Tunnel has been signed between NHIDCL, CE (P) Rohtang Tunnel (BRO) and Geoconsult
India Pvt Ltd in JV with RITES. Presently work of bore hole drilling for SSI is in progress.
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IMPORTANT ASPECTS TO BE CONSIDERED IN PLANNING, DESIGN,
CONSTRUCTION AND MAINTENANCE OF BRIDGES
Bridges are the vital links on road network. Any damage to bridge resulting in disruption
of line of communication causes inconvenience to user. Most of the roads with BRO are
strategically important roads and also life line for the people in remote bordering areas of the
country.

Safety of bridges is of utmost importance and various aspects of safety to be considered
during planning, design, construction and maintenance of bridges have been discussed in detail in
various IRC codes (IRC: 5, 6, SP-13, 18 24, 35, 37, 40, 47, 48, 51, 52, 74, 78, 83, 89, 112 and SP114), however certain important aspects which are typical for BRO roads especially in hilly areas
have been compiled for various stages like planning, design, construction and maintenance and
have been promulgated to be incorporated by BRO on ground vide our letter No
90107/DGBR/Inspn/Brs/T-Coord/41/RBAT Dte dt 26 Aug 2021.
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Bridges with seismic restraint systems or reaction blocks are provided to limit the
movement of bridge superstructure and to keep them captive during a high intensity seismic
event. The fact that bridges have been constructed during the past by BRO without seismic
restrainer/reaction block but the need to identify such bridges and provide suitable
restrainers/reaction blocks has also been addressed in the ibid letter. Sample of seismic
restrainer/reaction block arrangement in PSC and Steel bridges have also been attached for ready
reference for dissemination up to OIC/JE level. Pictures and sketches showing seismic restrainer/
reaction block and sample arrangement for the same is as shown below.
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IMPROVEMENT OF DRILL AND BLAST TECHNIQUES IN BRO
An MOU has been signed between BRO and CSIR-CIMFR (Central Institute of Mining and
Fuel Research), Dhanbad, Jharkhand, on 25 Nov 2020, which shall remain in force till Nov 2025,
wherein it has been agreed that CIMFR, which has expertise in the ﬁeld of rock excavation and
blasting operations, shall advice BRO in designing the blast patterns and impart on-site training to
BRO personnel to ensure safety and speedy excavation of BRO roads.

CSIR-CIFMR shall undertake to provide better site-speciﬁc blasting techniques for
controlled drill and blast method of rock excavation with minimum blast induced nuisances and over
break, thus ensuring optimum output with decreased input cost. Accordingly, CIMFR team visited
few sites under various Projects and conducted drilling/blasting training as under:
758 TF/SWTK
23 TF/ARK
48 TF/UDK
31 TF/SPK

-

22 Jan to 01 Feb 2021
04 Feb to 18 Feb 2021
22 Feb to 08 Mar 2021
06 Apr to 12 Apr 2021

Based on the observed procedures followed in BRO and the trials carried out, CIFMR has
broadly suggested the following as guidelines for planning and design for safe and effective blasting
operations among others speciﬁc to the visited areas:(a) Blasting accessories recommended to be used are: cord relay of different delays, electric
detonators, short-ﬁring cable and exploder.
(b) Practice of blasting the ﬁnal round using plane detonator and safety fuse to be discarded
permanently.
(c) 32 mm and 40 mm diameter cartridge explosives to be used for hole diameters of 42 mm
and 48 mm respectively.
(d) Properly designed blasting patterns as per site requirement were suggested and
experimental blasting carried out accordingly, which has increased the efﬁciency and safety
on ground.
Ground vibrations generated from the trial blasts were also recorded using digital
seismographs and found to be safe, especially in areas where residential and other structures were
found in close proximity.
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DETERMINATION OF SCOUR DEPTH FOR BRIDGE FOUNDATION IN BOULDERY
RIVER BED

Border Roads Organisation is working in the far ﬂung Himalayan region of North and
North East India where a large number of rivers with boulder bed are encountered during
construction of bridges. At present the depth of foundation of such bridges are being decided based
on Lacey’s formulae as stipulated in IRC:78-2014, based on study carried out in alluvial soil in
plain region which is not applicable in bouldery rivers, exhibiting different scour patterns. Existing
Lacey’s formulae as given in IRC :78-2014 is currently being used for deciding the depth of
foundation in bouldery river bed too.

Inspection of Model Study at IIT Rookee by BRO Ofﬁcials

Accordingly, R&D Wing of BRO in collaboration with IIT Roorkee has taken up research
to carry out model study on scour pattern of four bridges situated in bouldery river bed for evolving
empirical formula for bouldery river bed. The bridges under model study at IIT (R) are Pasighat,
Sisseri & Lohit Bridges in Arunachal Pradesh & Dhundi Bridge in Himachal Pradesh. The research
and analyses will pave the way for inclusion of the ﬁndings in IRC:78-2014.
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